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5 Prince Publishing and Books LLC. Paperback. Condition: New. 222 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in.
x 0.5in.Cellist Sophia Burkhalter thought ten years in Europe performing with an exclusive ensemble
would have made it clear that she wasnt a candidate for her grandmothers matchmaking. After all,
shed walked away from the man she loved, leaving him back home in Kansas City. David Kendal
had fallen in love with Sophia, a match orchestrated by her grandmother and his aunt. However,
the unexpected appearance of the daughter he never knew he had-and Sophias sudden,
subsequent departure for Europe-thrust him into the role of single father. Carissa Kendal has only
ever wanted the best for her father. It doesnt take long for her to realize that the very woman who
broke her fathers heart might be the one to make them a real family. Can Carissa and the women
who originally played matchmaker to the duo convince them that love is worth a second try Or will
careers and past mistakes tear them apart forever before they have a chance to reconcile This item
ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is the greatest work by any author. It can be writter in easy words and phrases rather than confusing. I am just happy to let you know that
this is actually the greatest ebook we have study inside my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Tr ent Mona ha n-- Tr ent Mona ha n

These types of ebook is the best book available. It really is writter in easy terms instead of hard to understand. You will like just how the article writer create
this book.
-- K r ista  Nitz sche Jr .-- K r ista  Nitz sche Jr .
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